ABSTRACT

The problem in Thai writing of Chinese Students is one of the problem of Thai teaching and learning. This research have a purpose to study Writing Problems initial consonants and final consonants in Thai of Chinese Students at Kasem Bundit University. The population given in this research study comprises of Chinese students studying in Thailand who are not of Thai nationality, and the status of a student of Kasem Bundit University every year. Tools used in research is Questionnaire. Questionnaire is divided into two parts: the first is personal information and part of the second is test. This Test divided into two episodes: the first one comprising of 80 questions and the second one comprising of 40 questions.

The results found Writing Problems initial consonants and final consonants in Thai of Chinese Students have 2 found in characteristics; 1) The writing problem is caused by the lateral shape of the letters. The Chinese students find a comparable appearance of the characters in similar characters while writing. 2) The writing problem also results from the comparison of the consonant sounds. The Chinese students find a comparable sound in the characters of similar pronunciation.
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